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Subject Name

ACCOUNTING
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
This subject involves the expansion of basic accounting concepts and their translation into detailed
reports.
It evaluates major accounting reports producing statistics and ratio analysis that allows enhanced
management decisions.
The subject uses both manual and computerised software to record transactions throughout the
subject.

Unit 3 Recording and Reporting for a Trading Company
This unit involves:
• Recording basic transactions in appropriate journals and reports based on standard
accounting concepts.
• Accounting for the Goods and Services Tax (GST)
• Recording individual stock items
• Justification and recording of control and subsidiary ledgers
• Pre-adjustment trial balance
• The recording of balance day adjustments

Unit 4: Control and analysis of Business Performance
This unit involves:
• Recording sales and purchase returns
• Buying and selling of non current assets
• Advanced recording of debtors and creditors
• Discussion of the functions of various aspects of an accounting system
• Detailed budgeting of reports
• Detailed ratio analysis on profitability and liquidity of a business.

Extra Information
It is highly recommended that you have a pass mark in Year 11 Accounting.
Students should also have the ability to:
• Add, subtract and use a calculator. There are no difficult mathematical calculations involved
in accounting
• Understand spoken English and complete a full sentence
• Express an opinion after careful consideration
• Think in a logical manner

Year 11 Accounting is advisable as the subject assumes prior knowledge. The subject can be
completed without year 11, but requires the up coming topic to be read prior to the class.
Assessment
Mid year exam
End of year exam
Internal tests
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worth 33% of the total mark
worth 33% of the total mark
worth 34 % of total mark, both manual and ICT formats

Subject Name:

BIOLOGY
Year Level: 12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
Biology is a diverse and evolving science discipline that seeks to understand and explore the nature of life,
both in the past and present. Despite the diversity of organisms and their many adaptations for survival, all
life forms share a degree of relatedness and a common origin.
In VCE Biology, students develop a range of inquiry skills. They take part in practical experimentation and
research, analytical skills including critical and creative thinking, and communication skills. Students use
scientific and cognitive skills and understanding to analyse contemporary biology-related issues, and
communicate their views from an informed position.
VCE Biology provides a continuing study pathway within the discipline and leads to a range of careers.
Branches of biology include botany, genetics, immunology, microbiology, pharmacology and zoology. In
addition, biology is applied in many fields of endeavour including biotechnology, dentistry, ecology,
Unit 3: Signatures of life
education, food science, forestry, health care, horticulture, medicine, optometry, physiotherapy and
veterinary science. Biologists also work in cross-disciplinary areas such as bushfire research, environmental
management and conservation, forensic science, geology, medical research and sports science.

Areas of study
Unit 3 How do cells maintain life?
There are two areas of study in this unit.
1. Cellular processes
2. Cellular communications
Unit 4 How does life change and respond to challenges over time?
There are three areas of study in this unit.
1. Species relationships
2. Human impacts on biological processes
3. Practical investigation

Extra Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

The subject conducts two classes of two hours per week. (Total = Four hours per week)
Students are expected to participate actively in all learning activities.
Regular attendance of both theory and practical classes is very important for the successful completion of
unit 3 and unit 4.
Generally, 80% attendance is required for the completion of the course unless otherwise stipulated in
special consideration.
Though the completion of unit 1 and 2 is not a prerequisite for unit 3, students are recommended to
study unit 1 and 2 before they start with unit 3.
The successful completion of unit 3 is mandatory for students who want to enhance their studies in unit 4
Biology.

Assessment
The student’s level of achievement is determined by:
•
School Assessed Coursework Tasks ( SACs)
•
An end of year examination
The Victorian Curriculum & Assessment Authority (VCAA) supervises the assessments of all students
undertaking Unit 3 & 4. The school will report a result for each unit to VCAA as S (satisfactory) or N (not
satisfactory). To receive a study score students must receive S for both Units 3 and 4. The study score is
reported on a scale of 0-50. It is a measure of how well they performed in relation to all others who took the
study. Percentage contributions to the study score in Biology are as follows.
•
Unit 3 school assessed course work: 16 %
•
Unit 4 school assessed course work 24%
•
End of year examination: 60%
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Subject Name:

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Year Level:

12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
In this subject students examine the different types of businesses and their respective objectives. They
consider corporate culture, management styles, management skills and the relationship between each of
these. Students investigate strategies to manage both staff and business operations to meet objectives.
Businesses are under constant pressure to adapt and change to meet their objectives. Students review key
performance indicators to compare current performance to strategic objectives. Students study a
theoretical model to undertake change, and consider a variety of strategies to manage change in the most
efficient and effective way to improve business performance.
This subject is about expressing an idea or solution to a problem or situation of change that is applicable in
the real world, and can be supported by some academic theory.

Unit 3: Managing a business
There are three areas of study in this unit:
1. Business Foundations – discuss the key characteristics of businesses and stakeholders. Analyse the
relationship between corporate culture, management styles and management skills.
2. Managing employees – explain theories of motivation and apply them to a range of contexts. Analyse
and evaluate strategies related to the management of employees.
3. Operations Management – analyse the relationship between business objectives and operations
management, and propose. Evaluate strategies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of business
operations.

Unit 4: Transforming a business
There are two areas of study for this unit:
1. Reviewing performance – the need for change – explain the way business change may come about,
use key performance indicators to analyse the performance of a business, discuss the driving and
restraining forces for change and evaluate management strategies to position a business for the
future.
2. Implementing change - evaluate the effectiveness of a variety of strategies used by managers to
implement change and discuss the effect of change on the stakeholders of a business.

Extra Information
•
•
•
•
•

This subject conducts two classes of two hours per week. (Total = four hours per week)
Regular attendance and completion of work during allocated class time is essential. Additional work
and revision is to be completed outside class time.
Class participation and monitoring of current business activities and breaking issues in business are an
essential part of the course.
Students undertaking Business Management are required to have sound organisation and timemanagement skills, with a consistent work ethic.
Completion of Units 1 & 2 in Business Management is not a prerequisite for Unit 3; however, successful
completion of Unit 3 is mandatory for progression into Unit 4.

Assessment
End of year examination - worth 50%
Unit 3 School- assessed Coursework - 25%
Unit 4 School- assessed Coursework - 25%
Students need to successfully pass all SAC’s in Unit 3 & 4 and meet minimum attendance requirements to
pass the course.
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Subject Name:

CHEMISTRY
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Chemistry is a science in explaining the workings of our universe through understanding the properties and
interaction of substances that make up matter. It is used to explain natural phenomena at the molecular level,
as well as create new materials such as medicines and polymers.
Chemistry is essential for careers in engineering, environmental studies, food, forensic science, medicine,
pharmacy, sports science, dietetics, biochemistry, law, winemaking, oceanography and horticulture.
UNIT 3 explores energy options, galvanic cells, fuel cells and electrolytic cells. Students also analyse
manufacturing processes with reference to reaction rates, extent and equilibrium yield.
UNIT 4 investigates the structures, bonding reactions and uses of organic compounds including those found in
food.

Unit43:
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Earth’s
energy
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material
be used
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efficiently?
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and the energy
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Area of study 1: What are our energy options?
§ Energy from fuels, fuel choices
UNIT
4 investigates
industrial
production
chemicals
§ Storage
of energy,the
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(primary)
cells,offuel
cells and the energy changes associated with chemical
reactions.
Area of study 2: How can the production of chemicals be optimised?
§ Rate and extent of chemical reactions
§ Chemical production by electrolysis
§ Rechargeable batteries

Unit 4: How are carbon compounds analysed and used?
Area of study 1: How does carbon form organic compounds?
§ Organic compounds
§ Properties and reactions of simple organic families of compounds
§ Analysis of organic chemicals
Area of study 2: What is the chemistry of food?
§ Roles of food for humans; metabolism of food in the human body
§ Carbohydrates, proteins, fats and oils
§ Area of study 3 – Research Investigation (Unit 3 and / or 4)
§ Design and undertake an investigation related to energy and / or food.

Extra Information
§
§
§

No prerequisites for entry to Unit 3, however it is strongly recommended that students must take Units 1
and 2 prior to taking Unit 3.
Passing Unit 3 satisfactorily is a prerequisite for doing Unit 4.
Regular attendance, being punctual and consistent homework program are essential for coverage
of course content, completion of outcomes, exam preparation and the assessment process required for the
40% SAC component that goes toward the final study score

Assessment
§
§

Based on School Assessed Coursework (SACs) and VCE Examinations
Assessment results will be reported as Grades only (A+ to E; UG). Students must achieve a Satisfactory
(S) Pass for both Units 3 and 4 - all Outcomes must be completed Satisfactorily and handed in by
the due date plus the attendance requirement

§
Unit 3 School assessed coursework – will contribute 16% to the study score
Unit 4- School assessed coursework – will contribute 24% to the study score
Single
end-of-year examination
Subject
Name
ENGLISH– will contribute 60% to the study score
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Subject Name:

ENGLISH
Year Level 12

Units

3&4

Introduction
Developing key skills in the English language is essential for students to become logical thinkers and
effective communicators both orally and in writing. Students will develop the ability to analyse the
views of others and logically present their own arguments. They will develop skills of analysis
supported by evidence, which is essential for further study and employment.
Students must buy two texts for study in Unit 3, and two texts for Unit 4.

Unit 3:
Students will read and respond to texts analytically and creatively. They will analyse the arguments
and use of persuasive language in texts.
In Unit 3 there are two Areas of Study
Area of study 1: Reading and creating texts
Students identify, discuss and analyse how the features of a text create meaning and influence
interpretation. They will develop and justify their own views of texts, in two ways. Students will
produce an analytical interpretation of a selected text, and a creative response to a different text. .
[SACT 1: 30 marks / SACT 2: 30 marks]

Area of study 2: Analysing argument
On completion of this unit the student will demonstrate the skill of analysing and comparing the use of
argument and persuasive language in texts that present a point of view on an issue currently debated
in the media. Students will develop written and spoken critical analyses of the
use of argument in texts intended to position audiences.
[SACT 3: 40 marks]

Unit 4
Students will develop the skills of comparing how two different texts explore similar concerns. In
Addition, they will learn both to analyse how arguments may be presented, and how to present their
own points of view effectively.
In Unit 4 there are two Areas of Study.
Area of Study 1: Reading and comparing texts:
Students explore the meaningful connections between two texts and will produce a detailed written
comparison which analyses how two selected texts present ideas, issues and themes.[SACT 1: 60 marks]

Area of Study 2: Presenting argument
This Area of study focuses on the construction of persuasive texts. Students will build their
understanding of both analysis and construction of texts that attempt to influence audiences. They
will complete a detailed written statement of intention to accompany their own oral presentation,
[SACT 2.1: 10 marks] and present a point of view in oral form using sound argument and persuasive
language.
. [SACT 2.2: 30 marks]

Extra Information
Assessment
• Units 3 & 4 are sequential and must be completed in the same year; Unit 3 must be
completed satisfactorily before a student attempts Unit 4.
- Students will be required to complete three School Assessed Coursework tasks (SACs) in Unit 3,
• two
This
subject
is taught
in two,
two-hour
sessions per
week.
Students
achieve 70%
and
SACs
in Unit
4. These
five
tasks contribute
50%
of the
year’s must
assessment.
attendance to achieve an S.

•

One three-hour examination is held in October, which is worth 50% of a student’s score for the
year.

•

Scores for SACs are statistically moderated by VCAA.
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Subject Name

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
Year Level 12

Units

3&4

Introduction
The English language is central to the way in which students understand and evaluate their world. This subject
aims to develop the skills which will enable them to participate socially, economically, and culturally in the
worlds of study, work, and as productive citizens of Australian society in the 21st Century.
Unit 3: Involves the study of texts, analysing argument and listening to texts.
One text will be studied in Unit 3
Unit 4: Involves the study of texts, analysing argument and listening to texts.
One text will be studied in Unit 4 and compared with a text from Unit 3.
The skills developed through the study of English are essential across all further study and career
areas.

Any
Unitprerequisites
3:
This unit involves reading and responding to a variety of texts. Students will analyse how the authors of texts
create meaning and the different ways in which a text can be interpreted. Students will develop skills of
analysing the ways writers use verbal and visual language to persuade. Students will demonstrate
comprehension of spoken texts. There are three Areas of Study in Unit 3:
1. Reading and Creating Texts: Students will analyse how authors create meaning and how texts may
be interpreted in different ways through written analytical response or creative oral/written response
with a written explanation.
2. Analysing Argument: Students will analyse and compare media texts through demonstrating
understand of media texts on an issue and analyzing/comparing argument and persuasive language in
the same texts.
3. Listening to texts: Students will demonstrate comprehension of a spoken text through short-answer
responses and/or note form summaries.

Unit 4:
Unit 3 must be completed satisfactorily in the same year, before a student attempts Unit 4. Students will study
and compare texts. Students will present argument in an oral presentation. There are two areas of study in
Unit 4.
1. Reading and Comparing Texts: Students will study two texts, one of which has been studied in Unit 3;
and write a detailed comparison of the ways the two texts present ideas, themes and issues.
2. Presenting Argument: Students will present a point of view orally on an issue and write a statement of
intention about decisions made when planning the presentation.

Extra Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

This subject is taught in two, two-hour sessions per week, and students must be prepared to spend an
equivalent time per week (four hours) outside of class on reading, writing and studying.
Students must meet the minimum attendance requirements in order to satisfactorily complete the unit.
To pass this subject, students must obtain, read, and bring to class all prescribed texts.
Students must take (and keep in well-organised fashion) class notes and handouts.
Students are expected to participate knowledgably in class discussion of texts, issues, and ideas.
Time management skills are essential. Late submission of School Assessed Coursework Tasks will result in
grade penalties.

Assessment
- Students will be required to complete three School Assessed Coursework Tasks (SACs) in Unit 3,
and two SACs in Unit 4. These five tasks contribute 50% of the year’s assessment.
- One three-hour exam is held in the October/November exam period. This examination
contributes 50% of the year’s assessment.
- The grades for all School Assessed Coursework are subject to statistical moderation by the
Victoria Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA)
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Subject Name

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Year Level 12

Units

3&4

Introduction
The English language is central to the way in which students understand and evaluate their world. This subject
aims to develop the skills which will enable them to participate socially, economically, and culturally in the
worlds of study, work, and as productive citizens of Australian society in the 21st Century.
Unit 3: Involves the study of texts and the development of written and oral communication skills.
Two texts will be studied in Unit 3
Unit 4: Students develop skills of interpreting texts, which analysing their construction. In addition they will
complete written tasks based on Context ideas, and explain their own creative choices.
One text will be studied in Unit 4
The skills developed through the study of English are essential across all further study and career
areas.

Unit 3
In this unit students investigate English language in contemporary Australian social settings along a continuum
of informal and formal registers. They consider language as a means of social interaction, exploring how
through written and spoken texts we communicate information, ideas, attitudes, prejudices and ideological
stances. There are two areas of study in Unit 3
1. Informal language - students consider the way speakers and writers choose from a repertoire of
language to vary the style of their language to suit a particular social purpose.
2. Formal language - students consider the way speakers and writer choose from a repertoire of
language to achieve a particular purpose. As with informal language, the situational and cultural
context determines whether people use formal language and in which mode they choose to
communicate.

Unit 4
These units are sequential and must be completed in the same year. Unit 3 must be completed satisfactorily
before a student attempts Unit 4. In this unit, students focus on the role of language in establishing and
challenging different identities. There are many varieties of English used on contemporary Australian society,
including national, regional, cultural and social variations. Two areas of study are explored in Unit 4.
1. Language variation in Australian Society. This area of study enables students to examine a range of
language varieties that exist in contemporary Australian society and the contributions these varieties
make to a construction of shared national identity.
2. Individual and group identities. In this area of study students focus on the role of language in
reflecting and constructing individual and group identities.

Extra Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

This subject is taught in two two-hour sessions per week, and students must be prepared to spend an
equivalent time per week (four hours) outside of class on reading, writing and studying.
Students must meet the minimum attendance requirements in order to satisfactorily complete the unit.
To pass this subject, students must obtain, read, and bring to class all prescribed texts.
Students must take (and keep in well-organised fashion) class notes and handouts.
Students are expected to participate knowledgably in class discussion of texts, issues, and ideas.
Time management skills are essential. Late submission of School Assessed Coursework Tasks will result
in grade penalties.

Assessment
- Students will be required to complete three School Assessed Coursework Tasks (SACs) in Unit 3,
and two SACs in Unit 4. These five tasks contribute 50% of the year’s assessment.
- One three-hour exam is held in the October/November exam period. This examination
contributes 50% of the year’s assessment.
- The grades for all School Assessed Coursework are subject to statistical moderation by the
Victoria Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA)
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Subject Name:

FURTHER MATHEMATICS
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Further Maths offers quite a range of experiences in Mathematics, from Statistics to Geometry, Trigonometry & Financial Maths.
Some students find some topics in the course easier or more enjoyable than others. (It is important however not to neglect one
area of work in favour of others)
Further Maths is designed to help students understand the world better through a “mathematical window”. It can be a useful
preparation for students who are interested in the social sciences, health sciences or business.
Who can do it?
If you have successfully completed General Maths or Maths Methods at Yr 11 level, you can enrol in Further Maths.
What is the structure of the course?
(a) Core study (compulsory for everyone) – (i) Data analysis (ii) Recursion and financial modelling
(b) 4 modules of which 2 must be selected for study and assessment. These four modules are:
1. Matrices
2. Networks and decision mathematics
3. Geometry and Measurement
4. Graphs and Relations
VCE RMIT studies Modules 1 and 3 only. We do not study Networks and decision mathematics, or Graphs and Relations

Unit 3:
• Data Analysis - includes data of one variable (univariate) and two variables (bivariate). It mainly deals with displaying,
summarising and describing different types of data, regression, correlation and time series (how data changes over time).
•

Recursion and financial modelling – deals with simple interest, compound Interest, reducing balance loans and
depreciation of assets. It also includes the use of first-order linear recurrence relations to model compound interest
investments and loans, reducing balance loans, annuities, perpetuities, annuity investments and depreciation of assets.

Unit 4:
• Geometry and measurement requires calculations of surface area and volume with practical applications, specification of
location using bearings, circle mensuration and spherical geometry. It also covers the use of trigonometry and Pythagoras’
theorem in 2 and 3 dimensions to solve right and non-right angled triangles.
• Matrices. Cover the matrix representation of discrete data in rectangular arrays, and the application of matrix arithmetic to
the analysis of problems in practical situations.

Extra Information
What you need:
1. A prescribed textbook
2. Graphics Calculator (TI-nspire CX CAS recommended)
3. A willingness to attend regularly, contribute positively to class activities and to work outside class as required
Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the content in the Further
Maths curriculum. This includes doing practice exercises at home. Further Maths students should have good time-management
and organisational’ skills as they need to work steadily and consistently throughout the entire course.

Assessment
1. End of module Assignment – given two weeks to complete to demonstrate satisfactory completion of each learning
outcome
2. School Assessed Coursework tasks (SACs) – (worth 34%)
Unit 3 (contributes 20% to the study score)
(a) an Application task – (four hours) an extended data analysis assignment where you can apply your statistical
understanding to a real –life context
(b) an Analysis task - (two hours) a series of varied problems drawn from across the topics covered in Recursion and
financial modelling
Unit 4 (contributes 14% to the study score)
One Analysis task (two hours) on Geometry and Measurement
One Analysis task (two hours) on Matrices
3. Units 3& 4 Examinations in November
Exam 1 Multiple Choice questions only, covering all areas studies (worth 33%)
Exam 2 Extended-answer questions in all areas studies (worth 33%)
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Subject Name:

GLOBAL POLITICS
Year Level: 12
Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Global Politics is a dynamic subject that confronts the major issues and challenges facing humanity. It’s a study
that introduces the major global actors influencing lives across the global such as states, non-states actors,
institutions of global governance and transnational corporations. In this process, concepts such as power, national
interest, and ethics are covered. The challenges and issues raised include armed conflict; people movement;
climate change; disarmament; human rights, and economic instability are tackled. In short this study rallies to the
call of the UN Secretary General, “the world is a mess: fix it”
The value in studying this subject is that it provides invaluable insights into how the world operates that link into a
range of fascinating tertiary courses. Courses that led to highly valued career pathways.

Unit 3: Global issues and conflicts
There are two area of studies for this unit
1. Global actors
Who are the key actors in contemporary global politics? From where does their power stem? What impact
do these global actors have on global politics? And what challenges do these global actors face in
achieving their aims?
2 Power in the Asia-pacific region
What is power? Why do different ideas about the national interest exist? How is power exercised by a state
in the Asia-pacific region? What is the most effective form of power for a state to pursue its national
interest?

Unit 4: Global Challenges
There are two area of studies for this unit
1. Ethical issues and debates
Do we have a responsibility to uphold the human rights of people outside our borders? What does
‘development’ look like? Can the world rid itself of weapons? And if so will it be safer? What is the best way to
deal with people movements?
2. Global Crises
What are the contexts for different crises such as climate change, armed conflict, terrorism and economic
instability and how effective are key global actors in responding to these crises?

Extra Information
•
•
•

•
•

•

There are two classes of two hour duration per week
Additional study must be completed outside class time, not only in preparation for the SACs
While it’s not mandatory to have studied Aus/Global Politics U1/2 or a year 11 Twentieth History course,
it’s an advantage. A genuine desire to learn about international events can overcome not having studied
these courses at an earlier level.
An interest in current events through the regular reading newspapers, or interest in documentaries on
global issues also is an advantage. Active discussion is highly valued.
Organisation skills in managing notes and readings is essential
When compared with other subjects, ATAR study scores are consistently above the mean

Assessment
There is a two-hour end of the year exam worth 50%.
The other 50% comprised of School Assessed Coursework tasks (SACs).
All SACs must be completed successfully as well as meeting the minimum attendance requirements to
pass this subject.
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Subject Name:

HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
In this study students investigate health and human development in local, Australian and global communities.
Students investigate the definition of health and its complexities. They explore development addressing the
United Nations and World Health Organisation definition of ‘human development’.
Unit 3 - investigates Australia’s health.
Unit 4 - investigates global health and human development. (Human development is about expanding people’s
choices and enhancing capabilities and their freedoms; enabling people to live full, productive and creative
lives; having access to knowledge, health and decent standard of living; and participating in the life of their
community and decisions affecting their lives. - United Nations Development Programme)
Health and Human development can lead to careers in health promotion, nutrition, education, and nursing.

Unit 3: Australia’s Health
-

There are two areas of study in this Unit.
1. Understanding Australia’s Health – investigates the heath status of Australians in comparison to other
developed countries. Students study the NHPA (National Health Priority Areas) in Australia and analyse
initiatives designed to promote health. They investigate the role of nutrition in relation to health.
2. Promoting Health in Australia – students examine different models of health and health promotion. They
investigate the role of governments in addressing health needs, the role of Vic Health in promoting health and
the promotion of healthy eating.

Unit 4: Global Health and Human development
There are two areas of study in this Unit.
1.Introducing Global Health and Human Development – students analyse factors contributing to variations in
health status between Australia and developing countries. They evaluate the progress of the United Nations
Millennium Goals. They define the terms sustainability and human development according to the United
Nations.
2.Promoting Global Health and Human Development – students explore the role of Australia and international
organisations including the UN and WHO in achieving sustainable improvements in health & human
development.

Extra Information
•
•
•
•

`

This subject conducts two classes of two hours per week. (Total four hours per week)
Additional work must be completed outside of class time.
Students should be willing to read outside of class and show a genuine interest in health issues,
globally and locally.
Students need to be able to analyse and interpret data in relation to health status. Students must
undertake Unit 3 prior to Unit 4.

Assessment
End of year examination - worth 50%
Unit 3 School- assessed Coursework - 25%
Unit 4 School- assessed Coursework - 25%
Students need to successfully pass all SAC’s in Unit 3 & 4 and meet minimum attendance requirements to pass
the course.
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Subject Name

HISTORY - REVOLUTIONS
Year Level

12

Units

3&4

Introduction
History is about understanding & making meaning of the past. Studying history enables students to develop an
understanding of the issues of their own time and place. It looks at accounts of past events and the values and
interests of the time in which those accounts were produced.
Revolutions have occurred throughout human history and share a common aim in ‘breaking with the past’ while
acting as a ‘process for accelerated social change’ – involving culture, economy, and socio-political institutions.
Their impact is not only on an individual country but revolutions can have important international repercussions
The process of revolution may conclude when stability has been reached.
The following revolutions have been selected – one for Unit 3 and one for Unit 4.
• The American Revolution
• The Russian Revolution
For each of the two revolutions selected, two Areas of Study must be explored

Unit 3
The study of revolutions should consider differing perspectives and the reasons why different groups have
made
different
judgements
the history
the duplicated
revolution. for the chosen second revolution in Unit 4.
The two
key Areas
of Study of
noted
above) of
– are
For
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revolution
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there
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a
focus
on
two
Areas
of including
Study: the ability to:
While undertaking the study, students should develop
skills
1.
Revolutionary
ideas,
leaders,
movements
&
events:
•
document a chronology of the events of the revolution
as to the ‘causes’
of the
raised. evidence
For example: What social tensions/conflicts
• Theories
analyse information
and ideas
andrevolutions
a range ofare
historical
increased
in
the
pre-revolutionary
period?
Were
there
any
events or ideologies that lead to a lack of
•
consider a range of historians’ interpretations
confidence in the leadership of the country?
Students evaluate the role of ideas, leaders, movements and events in the development of the revolution?
2. Creating a new society:
A new political order and society is not created easily. A revolution can take many years to achieve its
initial promise of social and political change, and even then is greatly debated as to its success in
establishing a different set of values, methods of governing and new social institutions.
Students analyse the challenges facing the emerging new order, and the way in which attempts were
made to create a new society, and evaluate the nature of the society created by the revolution.

Unit 4
Extra Information
•
•

•
•

This subject conducts two classes of two hours per week. (Total = four hours per week)
Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the
content covered by the curriculum. This includes a lot of out-of-class reading of set materials. Students
should have good time-management and organisational skills, as they need to work steadily and
consistently throughout the entire course.
It is NOT mandatory to have completed Year 11 before undertaking study of Year 12 History.
Students must meet minimum attendance requirements to be successful in this subject.

Assessment
The following four assessment tasks must be taken over Units 3 & 4:
This comprises 50% of the overall assessment
• Research Report
• Analysis of Visual and/or written documents
• Historiographical Exercise
• Essay
The end of year exam contributes the remaining 50% to the subjects study score.
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Subject Name

INFORMATICS

Year Level

12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
VCE Computing focuses on the application of a problem-solving methodology, and strategies and techniques for
managing information systems in a range of contexts, to create digital solutions that meet specific needs. The
study examines the attributes of each component of an information system including people, processes, data
and digital systems (hardware, software, networks), and how their interrelationships affect the types and
quality of digital solutions.
VCE Computing is underpinned by four key concepts: approaches to problem solving, data and information,
digital systems and interactions and impact. Together these form the conceptual framework of the study and
the organising elements for its key knowledge.
The study is made up of two units: They are designed to be taken as a sequence. There are no prerequisites
for entry to Unit 3; however, students must undertake Unit 3 prior to undertaking Unit 4.

Unit 3
In Unit 3 students consider data and how it is acquired, managed, manipulated and interpreted to meet a
range of needs. In Area of Study 1 students investigate the way organisations acquire data using interactive
online solutions, such as websites and applications (apps), and consider how users interact with these solutions
when conducting online transactions. They examine how relational database management systems (RDBMS)
store and manipulate data typically acquired this way.
In Area of Study 2 students complete the first part of a project. They frame a hypothesis and then select,
acquire and organise data from multiple data sets to confirm or refute this hypothesis. This data is manipulated
using tools such as spreadsheets or databases to help analyse and interpret it so that students can form a
conclusion regarding their hypothesis. Students take an organised approach to problem solving by preparing
project plans and monitoring the progress of the project. The second part of the project is completed in Unit 4.

Unit 4
In this unit, students focus on strategies and techniques for manipulating, managing and securing data and
information to meet a range of needs. In Area of Study 1 students draw on the analysis and conclusion of their
hypothesis determined in Unit 3, Outcome 2, and then design, develop and evaluate a multimodal, online
solution that effectively communicates the conclusion and findings. The evaluation focuses on the effectiveness
of the solution in communicating the conclusion and the reasonableness of the findings.
In Area of Study 2, students explore how different organisations manage the storage and disposal of data and
information to minimise threats to the integrity and security of data and information and to optimise the
handling of information.

Extra Information
• This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
• Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the
content covered by the Information Technology Applications curriculum. This includes out-of-class reading
of the text and any set materials.
• Information Technology Applications students should have good time-management and organisational skills,
as they need to work steadily and consistently throughout the entire course.
• Classes involve discussion of issues and events in the news and current affairs.

Assessment
• One end-of-year exam contributes 50% to the subject study score.
• The other50%
other 50%is
iscontributed
contributedby
bySchool
SchoolAssessed
AssessedCoursework
Coursework(SACs).
(SACs).The
TheSAC
SACtasks
tasksare
aredivided
divided
equally between Units 3 and 4.
• Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
requirements
to pass the course.
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Subject Name:

LEGAL STUDIES
Year Level: 12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
Part of being a productive citizen involves understanding the workings of contemporary Australian society.
Legal Studies investigates the ways in which the law and the legal system relate to and serve individuals and
the community in general. The subject addresses many questions such as; how do our laws impact on the lives
of citizens and what are our legal rights and responsibilities?
The Legal system is complex and challenges are faced everyday by lawmakers and dispute-resolutions bodies.
Students also evaluate the effectiveness of this system.
Legal Studies can lead to careers in law, business, public and justice administration, social & welfare work. It is
also studied by those seeking to improve their general knowledge of the Australian legal system.

Unit 3: Law making
-

There are 3 Areas of Study in this Unit.
1. Parliament & the Citizen – investigates the Australian Parliamentary system, how Parliaments make our
laws and the reasons why our laws sometimes need to change.
2. Constitution & Protection of Rights – looks at the role of Australia’s most important law – The Constitution.
It looks at how the Constitution divides and restricts the powers of the Federal & State parliaments. It
also looks at how effectively it protects the human and democratic rights of Australian citizens.
3. Role of the Courts in law-making – focuses on the role played by the courts in making law, both through
interpretation of legislation and through case decisions.
Examinations of relevant cases support the learning on all of these Areas of Study

Unit 4: Resolution and Justice
There are two areas of study in this Unit.
1. Dispute Resolution methods - focuses on the Victorian court ‘hierarchy’ and various court jurisdictions &
functions. It also investigates the operation of Tribunals and other alternative methods of dispute resolution.
2. Court processes and procedures, and engaging in justice– explores the Adversary System of trial, rules of
Criminal and Civil procedure, and the operations and the workings of the Jury System in court cases. The
Unit investigates whether these processes and procedures help or hinder the operation of an effective legal
System and recent changes or recommendations for change to the system.
Relevant case studies again support the learning on all of these Areas of Study.

Extra Information
• This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
• Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the
content covered by the legal studies curriculum. This includes a lot of out-of-class reading of the text
and any set materials.
• Legal Studies students should have good ‘time-management’ and ‘organisational’ skills, as they need to
work steadily and consistently throughout the entire course.
• While it can be helpful, it is NOT mandatory to have completed Year 11 Legal Studies before
undertaking Year 12 in this subject.
• Students need to acquire knowledge of legal facts and content, be able to apply this knowledge to
given situations and also to question the relevance and evaluate of certain aspects of the legal system.
• Classes involve lots of discussion of issues and events in the news and current affairs.
• Legal Studies is very relevant to students’ day-to-day lives as an Australian citizen or resident.

Assessment
• One end-of-year exam contributes 50% to the subject study score.
• The other 50% is contributed by School Assessed Coursework (SACs). The SAC tasks are divided
equally between Units 3 and 4.
• Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
requirements to pass the course.

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name

LITERATURE
Year Level: 12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
VCE Literature focuses on the enjoyment of reading and discussing literary texts. It provides
opportunities for students to develop their awareness of other people, places and cultures and to
explore how texts represent the complexity of human experience. Students explore how the features,
techniques and forms create meaning and are encouraged to express their own views/interpretations
through discussion, analytical and creative responses. This subject develops the essential skills of
analysis, research, and critical thinking.
Students must buy two texts for study in Unit 3, and two texts for Unit 4. * Please don’t use an

Unit
3 _before
(Unit title
- if applicable)
e-book
checking
if it is the edition listed on the RMIT Booklist.
Unit 3: Form and transformation

In this unit students will study how texts are constructed and how meaning is changed when a text is
adapted to another form – e.g. novel to film. Students will develop both oral and written skills in
presentation of their ideas.
In Unit 3 there are two Areas of Study
Area of study 1: Adaptations and transformation
Students will analyse the extent to which meaning changes when a text is adapted to a different
form.
[SACT 1: 50 marks]
Area of study 2: Creative responses to texts
Through a close study and understanding of the ideas, form, language, characterisation, tone
and style in a text, students will present a creative response to this text. They will also write a
commentary on the connections between their response and the original text.
[SACT 2.1: 40 marks / SACT 2.2 10 marks]

Unit 4: Interpreting texts
In this unit students develop critical and analytical responses to texts giving consideration to context,
ideas, language, style, and points of view in the texts. Students will closely analyse texts and consider
the views of differing critical reviews and commentaries on the texts.
In Unit 4 there are two Areas of Study.
Area of Study 1: Literary perspectives
This outcome focuses on how comparing different critical views can demonstrate the differing
views and values of both writer and readers. In the process the student can re-evaluate and
enhance their reading of a text. Students will write a comparative analysis.
[SACT 1: 50 marks]

Area of Study 2: Close analysis
In this unit students closely study the language, style and construction of a text in order to
understand how readers arrive at an interpretation. They will present their own written
interpretation of a text.
[SACT 2: 25 marks]
Particular focus will also be given to how key passages in a text can represent the concerns of the
whole text. Students will write an interpretation of a text based on key passages:
.

[SACT 3: 25 marks]

Extra Information
•

Units 3 & 4 are sequential and must be completed in the same year; Unit 3 must be completed
satisfactorily before a student attempts Unit 4.

•

This subject is taught in two two-hour sessions per week, and students must achieve 70%
attendance to achieve an S.

• One hour examination is held in October-November – worth 50% of a student’s score;
• Scores for SACs are statistically moderated by VCAA.
• Students should expect to complete four hours per week outside of class for work on this subject.
• Students should NOT undertake this course if they do NOT enjoy reading and discussing books.
Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name:

MATHEMATICAL METHODS
Year Level:

12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Mathematical Methods Unit 3 and 4 is a prerequisite subject for many Science, Engineering and some Business
Degree programs at University.
Assumed knowledge and skills for Mathematical Methods Units 3 and 4 are contained in Mathematical Methods
Units 1 and 2. Students should not attempt this course unless they successfully completed
Mathematical Methods Unit 1 and 2 or an equivalent Mathematics course.
Mathematical Methods Units 3 & 4 may be taken alone or in conjunction with Further Mathematics Units 3 & 4 or
Specialist Mathematics Units 3 & 4.
Students are expected to be able to apply techniques, routines and processes involving rational and real
arithmetic, algebraic manipulation, equation solving, graph sketching, differentiation and integration with and
without the use of technology, as applicable in the course.

Units 3 & 4:
Mathematical Methods consists of the following areas of study:
Functions and Graphs, Algebra, Calculus, Probability and Statistics.
Topics include:
- Algebra and coordinate Geometry, Factorisation, index and logarithm laws, functions and relations and expansions
including
the
binomial
expansion.
- Graphs of linear, quadratic and cubic functions. Transformations of functions, such as translations, reflections and
dilations. Inverse functions.
- Exponential, Logarithmic and Circular Functions, including graphs, solution of equations and applications.
- Calculus, including differentiation of functions, the chain, product and quotient rules, applications of differentiation:
curve sketching, tangents to curves, and maximum and minimum problems.
- Circular Trigonometric Functions including graphs, transformations and solution of equations
- Calculus, integration of functions, definite and indefinite integrals, applications - including areas and areas between
curves. Probability Discrete Random Variables, Binomial and Normal Distributions, statistical inference, sampling and
proportions and confidence intervals.

Extra Information
Activities include: teacher instruction theory and practice exercises from the textbook
There are two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the prescribed content in the
Mathematical Methods curriculum.
Textbook: MathsQuest 12 Mathematical Methods 2016 Swale Mitchell, Jacaranda/Wiley
A TI-nspire CX CAS calculator is essential.

Assessment
In Mathematical Methods the student’s level of achievement will be determined by
• School Assessed Coursework tasks (SACs)
• Two end-of-year examinations.
The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) will supervise the assessment of all students’
To receive a study score students must receive “S” for both Units 3 and 4. The study score is reported on a scale of 050. Percentage contributions to the study score in Mathematical Methods are as follows.
• School-assessed coursework:
Unit 3: 20 per cent
Unit 4:
14 per cent
• End-of-year Examinations
Exam 1: 22 per cent
Exam 2: 44 per cent

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name:

MEDIA
Year Level: 12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
Media has a significant impact on people’s lives. They influence the way people spend their time, help shape
they way they perceive themselves and others, and play a crucial role in the creation of personal, social,
cultural, national and global identities. The media entertains, educates, informs and provides channels of
communication. Media products are representations of social, personal and cultural reality constructed through
a selective process using codes and conventions.
Unit 3 explores narrative organisation in feature films as well as introducing students to aspects of production
Unit 4 focuses on the analysis of the way media texts are shaped by social values as well as the role and
influence of media in society.
Media is sound preparation for tertiary studies in media and communication as well as career entry in the field

Unit 3: Narrative and Media Production Design
-

There are 3 areas of study in this Unit.
1. Narrative – explores the narrative organisation of fictional feature films through the use of production and
story elements to engage audiences.
2. Media Production Skills – focuses on the development of specific media production skills and technical
competencies using media production equipment.
3. Media Production Design – develops skills to permit students to prepare a media production design plan on
which the Unit 4 production is based.

Unit 4: Media Process, Social Values and Media Influence
There are 3 areas of study in this Unit.
1. Media Process – enables students to further develop practical skills in the production of a media product.
2. Social Values – focuses on the relationship between society’s values and media texts through the study of
an indentified significant idea, social attitude or discourse located in a range of media texts.
3. Media Influence – examines the issue of the alleged influence of media forms and specific media texts on an
audience/audiences. Theories of media influence and communication models are explored.

Extra Information
• This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
• Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time, particularly during the production aspects
of both units.
• Media students should have good time-management and organisational skills and an active interest in mass
and other media.
• While it can be helpful, it is NOT mandatory to have completed Year 11 Media before undertaking
Year 12 in this subject.
• Students need to demonstrate their ability to acquire and apply the knowledge learned in terms
of being able to analyse, discuss, explain, describe, outline, assess, identify and comment, using
the concepts addressed in class and their own reading, viewing and listening.
• In a mass-mediated, industrialized country like Australia, Media is very relevant to students’ day-to-day lives
as an Australian citizen or resident.

Assessment
• One end-of-year exam contributes 45% to the subject study score.
• The other 55% is contributed by School Assessed Coursework (SACs) – 18% and the practical
components of both Units – 37%.
• SAC tasks are completed throughout Unit 3 (outcome 1) and Unit 4 (outcome 2 and 3).
• SAT tasks are completed throughout Unit 3 (outcome 2 and 3) and Unit 4 (outcome 1)
• Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
requirements to pass the course

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name:

PHILOSOPHY
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Philosophy as a study encompasses the aim of developing a critical understanding of how a logical and valid
argument can be developed. It examines within this the identification of assumptions, definitions and the
inter-relationships of the studied texts across times as constituting a dialogue of both contradiction and
refinement of the ideas espoused within the texts that are set.
Unit 3 will focus on Ethics - firstly the development of these in classical Athens and then in 19th and 20th
century thought.
Unit 4 looks firstly at what constitutes ‘the mind’ - The identity of the thinking being. Secondly, it examines
what ‘knowledge’ is, as opposed to ‘opinion/belief’, and whether all statements are relational and relative.

Unit 3:
1: an examination of arguments as to the role of the citizen in the society and as to what constitutes the
virtuous life. Arguments encompass whether the ‘good’ is one of pleasure vs. virtuous behaviour. Does
the individual have a particular function and how to define ones position within society?
2: without the over-arching and unifying factor of a belief in ‘God’, how is it then possible to construct a moral
justification for one’s existence? This if all experience, unlike the Greek assertion, is subjective?

Unit 4:
1: Does man have a soul or is man merely a biological organism?
What is the function and process that we call thought?
What is it to be conscious – to assert that there is an individual known as ‘I’?
2: What is knowledge? What can be held as a fact and what social power accrues from this?
What is opinion or belief and what are its limitations and misuses?
Why does science have a special authority within our society and what are the consequences of this?
Or is all knowledge a matter of what is socially constructed for its utility and so can never be fully defined
or complete?

Extra Information
• This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
• Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the
content covered by the curriculum. This includes students undertaking a lot of out-of-class reading of
the text and any set materials, as well as individually initiating contextual research.
• Students should have good time-management and organisational skills, as they need to work steadily and
consistently throughout the entire course.
• It is assumed that the student already reads widely texts of a difficult level with a critical and not simply
pleasurable approach. Assessing these as investigations of other ways of thinking and experiencing the
varied aspects of knowledge available to us across the centuries. And not just in literature or Philosophy.

Assessment
• One end-of-year exam contributes 50% to the subject study score.
• The other 50% is contributed by School Assessed Coursework (SACs). The SAC tasks are divided
equally between Units 3 and 4 as to the % contribution
•
•
• Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
to pass the course
Units 3& 4requirements
Subject descriptions
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Subject Name:

PHYSICS
Year Level: 12

Units:

3&4

Introduction
This course is designed to enable students to:
• Become familiar with the language, methods and ideas of physics.
• Use established ideas of physics to develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the physical
world.
• Understand some of the practical applications of physics in technology.
• Develop practical skills in the design and conduct of practical investigations including data collection,
analysis and critical evaluation of conclusions.
• Acquire knowledge and skills that prepare them for careers in physics and related fields of science and
technology.

Unit 3:
Unit 3 consists of these prescribed areas of study:
Forces in action, collisions and other interactions
Special relativity
Gravitational fields, Electric field, Magnetic fields
Generating electricity, transmission of power.

Unit 4:
Unit 4 consists of these prescribed areas of study:
Sound waves
Light as a wave
The photoelectric effect
Matter – particles and waves
Practical investigation

Extra Information
Text:

Physics 2, VCE Units 3&4, Dan O’Keefe et al, Jacaranda 2017

Pre-Requisites:
Activities include:

It is strongly advisable that Physics Units 1 & 2 is completed prior to commencing
Units 3 & 4.
Class discussions
Theory and practice exercises from the textbook
Practical work including measurement, graph drawing and analysis

Hours

This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration (Total=Four hours per week)

Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the content
in the Physics curriculum. This includes doing practice exercises at home. Physics students should have good
time-management& organisational skills, as they need to work steadily and consistently throughout the course.

Assessment
The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority will supervise the assessment of all students undertaking
Units 3 and 4.
In Physics the student’s level of achievement will be determined by school-assessed coursework, a mid-year
and an end-of-year examination. Percentage contributions to the study score in Physics are as follows:
•
Unit 3 school-assessed coursework:
21 per cent
•
Unit 4 school-assessed coursework:
19 per cent
•
End-of-year examination:
60 per cent.

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name:

PSYCHOLOGY
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Psychology is the scientific study of mental processes and behaviour in humans. Biological, behavioural,
cognitive and socio-cultural perspectives inform the way psychologists approach their research into the human
condition. Students explore complex human behaviours and thought processes. They develop empathetic
understandings and an understanding of mental health issues in society. Students are given the opportunity to
apply psychological principles to everyday situations such as workplace and social relations

Unit 3: How does experience affect behaviour and mental processes?
The nervous system influences behaviour and the way people experience the world. In this unit students
examine both macro-level and micro-level functioning of the nervous system to explain how the human nervous
system enables a person to interact with the world around them. We also look at how we learn and remember.
- How does the nervous system enable physiological functioning? Explain how the structure
and function of the human nervous system enables a person to interact with the external world and
analyse the different ways in which stress can affect nervous system functioning.
- How do people learn and remember? Apply biological and psychological explanations for how new
information can be learnt and stored in memory, and provide biological, psychological and social
explanations of a person’s inability to remember information.

Unit 4: How is wellbeing developed and maintained?
Consciousness and mental health are two of many psychological constructs that can be explored by studying
the relationship between the mind, brain and behaviour.
1.
How do levels of consciousness affect mental processes and behaviour? Explain
consciousness as a continuum, compare theories about the purpose and nature of sleep, and elaborate on
the effects of sleep disruption on a person’s functioning
2. What influences mental wellbeing? Explain the concepts of mental health and mental illness
including influences of risk and protective factors, apply a bio psychosocial approach to explain the
development and management of specific phobia, and explain the psychological basis of strategies that
contribute to mental wellbeing.
3. Practical Investigation. Design and undertake a practical investigation related to mental processes
and psychological functioning, and present methodologies, findings and conclusions in a scientific
poster.

Extra Information
• This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. A total of two hours per week.
• Additional work is expected to be completed outside of class hours in order to thoroughly cover all the
material in the study design.
• Psychology students should have good revising and reviewing habits, considering the vast number of
concepts that are covered throughout the course.
• While it can be helpful (especially in regards to research methods) it is NOT mandatory to have completed
Year 11 Psychology before undertaking Year 12 in this subject.
• Students will need to apply knowledge to given situations.
• It is expected that students will listen and reflect on relevant experiences their classmates may be willing to
share in the classroom.
• Students should be aware that we will be discussing sensitive mental health matters.

Assessment
• One end-of-year exam contributes 60% to the subject study score.
• The remaining 40% is contributed by School Assessed Coursework (SACs). The SAC tasks are divided
equally between Units 3 and 4.
• Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
requirements to pass the course.
Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
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Subject Name:

SOCIOLOGY
Year Level

12

Units

3&4

Introduction
Sociology focuses on the study of human behaviour and social interaction to understand how societies are
organised, develop and change. Sociology encourages us to become aware and to think about the everyday
things that we tend to take for granted. Sociology is a useful preparation for those wishing to pursue further
studies or employment in fields as diverse as criminology, social work, town planning, anthropology, welfare,
marketing, sociology and psychology. It will contribute to your written and oral communication, planning,
organisation, research and presentation skills.

Unit 3: Australian Indigenous Culture and ethnicity
In this unit there are two areas of study. It explores expressions of culture and ethnicity within Australian
society in two different contexts – Australian Indigenous culture, and ethnicity in relation to migrant groups.
1. Australian Indigenous culture– Students explore the meaning of culture and nonmaterial and material
culture, and consider examples from Victorian Koori culture and wider Indigenous culture. It also entails
looking at different theories and perspectives and how they have shaped or influenced the ways/s that
Indigenous Australians have been represented
2. Ethnicity – students examine sociological concepts of race and ethnicity and whether these have shaped our
perceptions onto different groups. Students also explore the ways that cultural identity is formed and
experienced by Australian immigrant groups.

Unit 4: Community, social movements and social change
In this unit there are 2 Areas of Study. This unit explores the ways sociologists have thought about the idea of
community and how various forms of community are experienced. It also examines the relationship between
social movements and change
1. Community – Students look at definitions of community, how community is experienced and factors the
have shaped and/or influenced this experience. Students undertake a community case study following
sociological methods of inquiry and ethics.
2. Social movements and social change - Students investigate the meaning, nature and purpose of social
movements and how they influence social change. This investigation entails looking at types of social
movements, their stages and concepts of power.

Extra Information
What you need to have to enrol
While it is not a strict prerequisite, it is an advantage to have completed Unit 1&2 Sociology. You will have to
be prepared to put in some time to familiarise yourself with specific terminology and concepts, which will be
available from the teacher.
What skills are required to succeed?
• the ability to remain motivated, focused, well organised
• very good attendance at timetabled classes is expected.
• be willing to participate in lively and thought provoking discussions
• follow current media issues and read the newspaper daily
• reading (in class and out of class) is a very important part of this study
• additional work must be completed outside of class time to fulfil content requirements

Assessment
• Class work & assignments that contribute to a satisfactory result for each outcome – four outcomes in
total
• One end-of-year exam contributes 50% to the subject study score.
• The other 50% is contributed by School Assessed Coursework (SACs). The SAC tasks are divided
equally between Units 3 (25%) and 4 (25%).
Students need to successfully pass ALL SACs in Units 3 and 4 AND meet minimum attendance
requirements to pass the course.
Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
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requirements to pass the course

Subject Name

SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS
Year Level

12

Units

3&4

Introduction
This study is designed to provide access to worthwhile and challenging mathematical learning in a way that
takes into accounts the needs and aspirations of a wide range of students. It is designed to promote
students’ awareness of the importance of mathematics in everyday life in a technological society, and
confidence in making effective use of mathematical ideas, techniques and processes.
Assumed knowledge and skills for Specialist Mathematics are contained in Mathematical Methods Units 3 and
4. Therefore students should not attempt this course unless they have completed or are currently
enrolled in Mathematical Methods Unit 3 and 4.
Students are expected to be able to apply techniques, routines and processes involving real and complex
arithmetic, algebraic manipulation, equation solving, graph sketching, differentiation and integration with and
without the use of technology, as applicable in the course.

Units 3 & 4:
Specialist Mathematics consists of the following areas of study:
Functions and Graphs, Algebra, Calculus, Vectors, Mechanics and Probability and Statistics.
Topics include Functions, the absolute value function, further trigonometry, the inverse trigonometric
functions and their graphs. Complex numbers, solving equations, circle, lines and rays. Kinematics and
dynamics, vectors in three dimensions, including proofs of geometrical theorems, and graphs of parametric
equations. Differentiation, including implicit differentiation and applications, integral calculus and applications
including areas, volumes and arc length. Solving differential equations and applications of differential
equations, including growth and decay, Newtons Law of Cooling and other applications, Euler’s Method and
slope fields. Variable forces and vector calculus. Linear combinations of random variables, sample means and
the central limit theorem, confidence intervals for means, and hypothesis testing and Type I and II errors.

Extra Information
Activities include: teacher instruction theory and practice exercises from the textbook
There are two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = Four hours per week)
Additional work MUST be completed outside of class time in order to successfully cover all the prescribed content in
the Specialist Mathematics curriculum.
Textbook: MathsQuest 12 Specialist Mathematics 2016 Rozen, Jacaranda/Wiley
A TI-nspire CX CAS calculator is essential.

Assessment
In Specialist Mathematics the student’s level of achievement will be determined by
• School Assessed Coursework tasks (SACs)
• Two end-of-year examinations.
The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) will supervise the assessment of all students’
To receive a study score students must receive “S” for both Units 3 and 4. The study score is reported on a scale
of 0-50. Percentage contributions to the study score in Specialist Mathematics are as follows.
• School-assessed coursework:
Unit 3: 17 % Unit 4:
17 %
• End-of-year Examinations
Exam 1: 22 % Exam 2: 44 %

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
Updated: September 2016

Subject Name:

STUDIO ARTS
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
VCE Studio Arts encourages & supports students to recognise their individual potential as art makers
and presents a guided process to assist their understanding & development of art making.
The study establishes effective art practices through the application of an individual design process to
assist the student’s production of a folio of artworks.

Unit 3: Studio Production & Professional Art Practices

Preparation of an exploration proposal that formulates the content and parameters of an individual
design process, & that includes a plan of how the proposal will be undertaken.
A folio of exploration that presents an individual design process, and reflects the concepts & ideas
documented in the exploration proposal.
Theory: an analysis & discussion of the works of at least two artists.

Unit 4: Studio Production & Art Industry Contexts
The presentation of a cohesive folio of finished artworks based on selected potential directions
developed through the design process, demonstrating skilful application of materials & techniques &
that realises & communicates the student’s ideas. Students provide a visual & written documentation
that identifies the folio focus & evaluates the extent to which the finished artworks reflect the selected
potential directions & effectively demonstrate a cohesive relationship between the works. The
student will examine & explain the preparation of artworks in at least two different exhibition spaces,
& discuss the various roles, processes & methods involved in the exhibition of an artwork.

Extra Information
This subject conducts two classes of two hours duration per week. (Total = four hours per week)
Students need to work steadily and consistently, and need to manage & organise their time
efficiently
There are no prerequisites for entry to Unit 3.
Students must undertake Unit 3 prior to undertaking Unit 4.

Assessment
Satisfactory Completion: demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit.
School- assessed Tasks & examination:
Unit 3 School-assessed task: 33 per cent
Unit 4 School-assessed task: 33 per cent
End of year examination:
34 per cent

Units 3& 4 Subject descriptions
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Subject Name:

VISUAL COM M UNICATION & DESIGN
Year Level: 12

Units: 3 & 4

Introduction
Visual Communication & Design will assist students in the understanding, production & interpretation
of a range of visual communications.
Students will study the vocabulary & grammar of visual communication, including an understanding
of, & application of, drawing & drawing conventions, design elements, principles & design process.
Students will also develop an informed, critical & discriminating approach to visual communications
encountered in everyday life.

Unit 3: Visual Communication Practices
This unit will enable students to produce visual communications through the application of the design
process to satisfy specific communication needs.
Students also study the production of visual communications in a professional setting, and evaluate
examples of visual communication.

Unit 4: Designing to a Brief
The main purpose of this unit is to enable students to prepare one brief that defines the needs of a
client.
Students apply the design process to produce developmental work and two final presentations based
on the brief.

Extra Information
This subject conducts two classes of 2 hours duration per week. (Total = 4 hours per week)
Visual Communication & Design requires regular set homework in order to successfully cover the
course content in the curriculum. Students need to work steadily & consistently throughout the
entire course. Students need to manage & organise their time efficiently. It is important students
bring all materials and folios to every class, to ensure they allow themselves enough time to
successfully complete all set tasks. Drawing skills are important and students will learn to improve
and develop these abilities.
While completing units 1 & 2 is not a requirement to study units 3 & 4, it is advisable to have
knowledge of the terminology, drawing systems, and rendering skills, all of which are covered
extensively in units 1 & 2.
Assessment
Units 3 & 4 requires the completion of School assessed coursework, school assessed tasks and an end-of-year
examination.
Unit 3 school-assessed coursework: 33 per cent
Unit 4 school-assessed task: 33 per cent
Units 3 & 4 examination: 34 per cent
Students need to pass both SACs in unit 3 and successfully meet attendance requirements, in order to pass
units 3 & 4.
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